Abstract. XQuery is a DBPL for querying XML databases. The semantics of XQuery is context sensitive and requires preservation of document order. In this paper, we propose, as far as we are aware, the first XQuery fusion that can deal with both the document order and the context of XQuery expressions. More specifically, we carefully design a context representation of XQuery expressions based on the Dewey order encoding, develop a context-preserving XQuery fusion for ordered trees by static emulation of the XML store, and prove that our fusion is correct. Our XQuery fusion has been implemented, and all the examples in this paper have passed the system.
Introduction
Fusion [22, 2, 5] is a well-known technique for improving efficiency by removing unnecessary intermediate data from the computation. Although it has been applied to optimize query languages such as SQL [3] and object query languages [5] , it remains a challenge to implement fusion for XQuery optimization. This is because XQuery has more complicated semantics [12] ; it is context sensitive and requires preservation of document order. One may consider, for example, the following naive fusion transformation 4 (as studied in [4] ).
e E 1 , . . . , E n /e /c → σ c (E 1 ), . . . , σ c (E n )
(F)
This transformation works correctly only if the order of the XML document and the context can be ignored. However, order is an important issue in XML documents [6, 1] , and various index structure for ordered trees have been developed for XML documents [21, 15, 25] . When we view an XML document as an ordered tree, an existing fusion transformation like (F) by naive elimination of element constructors does not work correctly because the context, which is a navigation of newly constructed trees, is missing during the transformation.
<na> <lhs> <item><a/></item> <item><b/></item> </lhs> <rhs> <item><c/></item> <item><d/></item> </rhs> </na> <sa> <lhs> <item><c/></item> <item><d/></item> </lhs> <rhs> <item><a/></item> <item><b/></item> </rhs> </sa> <sa> (<lhs>/na/rhs/item</lhs>, <rhs>/na/lhs/item</rhs>) </sa> Consider the simple case illustrated in Figure 1 , where the query e m (the middle) is applied to the source S (the left), and the target T (the right) is obtained as the serialized result. Let us apply the following query e 1 to the serialized T , e 1 : let $v := (/sa/rhs, /sa/lhs) return $v /item.
Since the semantics of "axis access" by using "/" in XQuery (and XPath) requires sorting without duplicates in the document order, the correct result is the following sequence of "item" elements: then although the expected result of e 2 to T is the "rhs" element, the result of the transformed query from e 2 • e m via similar steps above is the "lhs" element. In both examples, the problem is caused by not having the context, which is a tree navigation over the newly constructed XML fragment using sa ... /sa in e m . The problem of the existing fusion transformation lies in that the naive elimination of element constructors during the transformation does not preserve the (computation) context because element constructors construct ordered trees. This implies that eliminating element constructors in XQuery expressions and preserving the context of the expressions are conflicting requirements. The purpose of our work is to propose a new fusion mechanism to meet these two requirements. To this end, we should find a way to manage the context of the original expressions in developing a correct fusion transformation.
While we will show the concrete solution to both examples at the end of this paper, we shall give an intuitive idea of our solution to the first example here. For two step expressions /na/rhs/item and /na/lhs/item in e m which constructs the ordered tree T , there is a fact that the items of the sequence generated by /na/rhs/item always precede ones generated by /na/lhs/item in the ordered tree T for an arbitrary XML store. By adding this information to these two step expressions, for given e 1 • e m , we can formulate the correct XQuery expression (/na/rhs/item, /na/lhs/item) from this information. We call this information, context.
We propose a novel context-preserving XQuery fusion for when an XML document is modeled as an ordered tree. Our basic idea is to lift dynamic operations on XML store to the static level of expression. Our main contributions can be summarized as follows.
-To keep track of context, we carefully design the context representation of XQuery expressions to reflect the properties of element constructions. This enable us to statically emulate newly created XML fragments -created by element constructors -in the XML store. -We develop a context-preserving fusion for XQuery by partial evaluation and prove the correctness of our fusion. Our fusion introduces an annotated XQuery, which is an XQuery expression with the context as an annotation, to preserve the context of the input expressions even when the element constructors are eliminated during our fusion transformation.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 reviews the XQuery semantics and introduces value equivalent expressions to show our fusion concisely. In Section 3, we carefully design the context of XQuery expressions by extending Dewey code and its order to suite the semantics of XQuery expressions. Section 4 presents the algorithm of context-preserving fusion using the extended Dewey code and its order. We discuss related work in Section 5 and conclude the paper in Section 6.
XQuery Semantics
To show our XQuery fusion concisely and that it is semantics-preserving, we briefly review the semantics of the core part of XQuery that is based on [12] . Our target XQuery expressions, a subset of XQuery, are as follows. , and τ is a name test which can be a tag name t or * (an arbitrary tag), a "for"-expression, a "let"-expression, or an element construction expression t e /t . Since we focus on newly constructed trees that consist of XML nodes, to simplify the presentation, a constant c is represented by "empty-element tags" like c / . Although constants themselves are not nodes, they become a (text) node when they occur in an element constructor. For example, a constant "abc" is not a node i.e., this constant does not populate any ordered trees. On the other hand, consider a "abc" /a ; in this expression, the constant "abc" is a text node because the constant occurs in the element construction of a (...) /a , i.e., this constant is a child node of the element node of a. We could define the semantics of constants with such behavior, but this would make our presentation unnecessarily complex.
Sequence: Data Model in XQuery
The data model of XQuery is sequences [23] . A sequence is an ordered collection of zero or more items. One important characteristic of the data model is that sequences are flat in the sense that a sequence never contains other sequences; if sequences are combined, the result is always a flattened sequence. In addition, there is no distinction between an item and a singleton sequence containing that item, i. 
Dewey Order Encoding and XML Store
An XML document is modeled as an ordered tree. Document order in an XML document is a total order defined over the nodes in a tree, and this order is determined by a preorder traversal of the tree. This order plays an important role in the semantics of XQuery, especially in node creation and axis accesses. An XQuery expression is evaluated against an XML store which contains XML fragments with their document order. This store contains fragments that are created as intermediate results, in addition to the initial XML documents [12] .
Dewey order encoding of XML nodes is a lossless representation of a position in the document order [15, 21] . In Dewey order, each node is represented by a path from a root using '.' : (1) a root node is encoded by r ∈ R, where R is a countably infinite set of special codes; (2) say that a node a is the n-th child of a node b; then the Dewey code of a, did(a), is did(b).n. The fact that the relative order of nodes in distinct trees is implementation-dependent leads to nondeterminism in XQuery. Therefore, if two Dewey codes begin with different codes, it implies that the two nodes are in different ordered trees. By using Dewey order encoding, one can easily compute axis relations. For example, ancestor(
Let T be a set of symbols for element names, and D be a countably infinite set of Dewey codes on which a strict partial order < and the equality = is defined. For instance, the store of the source S in Figure 1 
In what follows, we will refer to a simple XML store as an XML store. We denote the disjoint union of two stores 
This definition can be extended to the value equivalence over two sequences, straightforwardly.
Formal Semantics
The formal semantics of XQuery established by W3C is defined over XQuery Core, which is a subset of XQuery [24] . While XQuery Core does not have a location step expression, the reason why our target has is that (1) evaluating path expressions is more efficient than "for"-expressions [8, 19] , although theoretically, it can be translated into "for"-expressions; and (2) previous work on XQuery dealt with location steps [14, 10, 9] . Figure 2 shows the semantics of our target XQuery using a set of inference rules. In these rules, a judgment of the form St; En e ⇒ (St , s) indicates that the evaluation of expression e against the store St and environment En (mapping variables to values) results in a (new) store St and value s. The semantics of sequence expressions, "let"-expressions and variables are straightforward. The semantics of a "for"-expression (for $v in e 1 return e 2 ) is the concatenation of the results of e 2 evaluated N times for each item in the result of e 1 but with v in the environment bound to the item in question in the result of e 1 , where N is the length of the sequence of the result of e 1 . The semantics of the element constructor ( t e /t ) and location step (e/α :: τ ) are worth futher attention because they are evaluated using the document order. The semantics of The results of these sequences are concatenated. Finally, this sequence is sorted in the document order and duplicates are removed from it because an axis access by "/" requires sorting and duplicate elimination in the document order. This sorting without duplicates is performed by using the function ddo (distinct-doc-order).
Value equivalent expressions are introduced in order to prove the correctness of our fusion later. 
Definition 3 (Value Equivalent Expressions

Emulating XML Stores with Extended Dewey Codes
The problem of the existing fusion transformation is that the naive elimination of element constructors during the transformation does not preserve the context. To give a correct fusion transformation, we should be able to emulate (keep track of) the context information (i.e., XML store) during the static transformation when an element is constructed. Our idea is to lift dynamic operations on XML store to the static level of expression, and it is based on the observation that Dewey order encoding of the result of the evaluation of an expression corresponds well to the structure of the expression.
XML Store Emulation on Expression
First, we show an important property for element constructors in terms of Dewey code: The Dewey order encoding of the result of an evaluation of an expression corresponds to the structure of the expression. This enables us to associate the static transformation world with the dynamic evaluation world by using Dewey code.
Given
Property 1 (Dewey code correspondence in element construction).
For an element construction, t e /t , the following properties hold.
(i) t e /t ∼ r, where r ∈ R and r is not in the input store.
( The above correspondence property hints that we should associate each expression with a Dewey code, so that these codes can be used to keep track of context information during the fusion transformation. For instance, for the element construction t ($v /c, $v /a) /t , we may give the following Dewey order encoding to the expression:
where e d denotes that d is the Dewey order encoding of the expression e (we will define this formally in Section 4.)
One difficulty, however, remains in associating Dewey codes to expressions to keep the context information: how do we deal with the "for" ("let") expressions in XQuery? We have to extend Dewey code for this purpose.
Extended Dewey Code
To be able to associate XQuery expressions with suitable context information, we propose an extended Dewey code (xD), defined bŷ
where n ∈ (R ∪ I) with R being a set of special codes 6 and I being a set of integers. It has a hierarchical structure, the same as in XQuery expressions, because xD is an annotation for an XQuery expression. Here, the underlined parts are our extension, and is used for a termination, so, every xD ends with . Intuitively, the form of xD is as follows. is annotated to an expression, which does not occur inside an element constructor. A sequence construction has the form of sequence 7 is used. The delimiter ".", which plays the same role as in the original Dewey codes, is used to represent parent-child relationships.
The delimiter "#", which is our extension, represents the association of a "return" clause with a "for" or "let" expression and is used to resolve sortings with duplicate elimination for multiple "for" or "let" expressions that are derived from identical "for" or "let" expressions. Figure 3 (c) shows how an element is constructed with the "for" expression (Q1).
Q1: a for $u in e return ($u/c, $u/d) /a
To show the idea behind the design of our delimiter "#", let us consider the fusion transformation for the expression ((Q1)/d, (Q1)/c)/ self :: * . For the expressions (Q1)/d and (Q1)/c, we can get the value equivalent expressions (Q2) and (Q3), respectively, from the XQuery semantics. As described in the previous section, since axis access by "/" requires sorting and duplicate elimination in document order, the correct transformation of (Q4) should result in (Q5), in which two "for" expressions (Q2) and (Q3) are merged.
Q5: for $u in e return ($u/c, $u/d)
Here, we can capture the order of the two expressions in the "return" expressions by using "#". Thus, by encoding (Q1) into we can apply the transformation to (Q5) (See Section 4), thanks to sorting on subsequences produced by the "for" expressions. Returning to our extend Dewey codes, we can introduce the context position of sorting and duplicate elimination overd in a similar way to the original Dewey code (See [13] for details). Therefore, we can use the functions dc sort and remove dup for sorting and duplicate elimination, respectively. The difference from the sorting of the original Dewey code is in merging two extended codes sharing the same prefix until they reach #. 
XQuery Fusion
This section describes our algorithm for automatic fusion of XQuery expressions so that unnecessary element constructions can be correctly eliminated. Basically, we will focus on fusing the following subexpression, e/α::τ so that unnecessary element constructions in the query expression in e are eliminated under the context of "selection" by α::τ .
We add annotations of the extended Dewey codes to the XQuery expression ( Figure  4) . We sometimes omit the annotation if it is clear from the context. To simplify our presentation, we will assume that there is a global environment for storing all annotated expressions during our fusion transformation, and a function getExpGlobal (r ) that can be used to extract the expression whose code is r from the global environment. flatten ((e 1 , ..., e N ) [
peval (e/ child ::
peval (e/ self ::
peval (e/ parent ::
peval ( t e /t ) Θ = let e = peval e Θ a fresh r ∈ R in dc assign t e /t r (PEEC) and produces a more efficient XQuery expression in which subexpressions are annotated by the extended Dewey codes. As will be seen later, the annotation is used to keep track of information of the order and the context among expressions, and it plays an important role in our fusion transformation. When the fusion transformation is finished, we can ignore all the annotations and get a normal XQuery expression as the final result.
The definition of peval in Figure 5 is straightforward. For a variable, if it is bounded by the outside "let", we retrieve its corresponding expression from the environment; otherwise, it must be a variable bound by the outside "for", and we leave it as is. For a sequence expression, we partially evaluate each element expression and [r1,r2,r3] ), and extract dc to get annotated Dewey code from an expression (i.e., extract dc e d = d). For a location step expression e/α::τ , we perform fusion transformation to eliminate unnecessary element constructions in e after partially evaluating e. We will discuss the definitions of the three important fusion functions F c , F s , and F p , later. For a "let" expression, we first partially evaluate the expression e 1 , and then partially evaluate e 2 with an updated environment and return it as the result. We do similarly for a "for" expression except that we finally produce a new "for" expression by gluing partially evaluated results together. For an element construction, after partially evaluating its content expression e into e , we create a new Dewey code for annotating this element and propagate this Dewey code information to all subexpressions in e (with the function dc assign) so that we can access (recover) this element constructor when processing the subexpressions of e . It is this trick that helps to solve the problem of e 2 • e m in the Introduction.
Dewey Code Propagation Propagating the Dewey code of an element construction to its subexpressions plays an important role in constructing our fusion rules, described later, for correct fusion transformation. Figure 6 defines a function dc assign e − r: dc assign :: ed →d → ed which is to propagate the Dewey code r into an annotated expression e by assigning proper new Dewey codes to e and its subexpressions. In what follows, we will explain some of the important equations in this definition. Note that we write e − to denote that the Dewey code of e is "don't care".
The equation (DCPSEQ) horizontally numbers sequence expressions. The function succ is used to enforce numberings using a strictly greater value relative to previously 
where 
2).
(DCPEC) introduces a vertical structure to the numbering by initiating dc assign for the subexpression e by adding ".1" to its second parameter. The equations that needs additional attention are (DCSTP) and (DCPFOR). In (DCSTP), it may seem unusual for dc assign not to recurse subexpression e. However, considering that the path expression itself does not introduce an additional parent-child relationship and that dc assign always handles expressions already partially evaluated expressions, there is no additional chance to simplify the path expression further by using the Dewey code allocated to the subexpression. In particular, the characteristic equation (DCPFOR), which introduces # structure to the Dewey code, numbers the expression e at the return clause. Note that the second parameter of the recursive call for e is reset to 1. bs that reflects the horizontal structure produced by the return clause is combined with the # sign to produce r#bs as the top level code allocated to the "for" expression.
Lemma 1.
From the definition of dc assign, given an XQuery expression e, the extended Dewey code assigned by dc assign e − r satisfies Property 1.
Fusion Rules Our fusion transformation on e/α::τ is based on the three fusion rules (functions) F c , F s and F p in Figure 7 that respectively correspond to three axis types. The basic procedure is as follows:
1. Extract (get) subexpressions according to the axis α; 2. Select those that produce nodes whose name is equal to the tag name τ by using a filter; 3. Sort the remaining subexpressions according to their Dewey codes; 4. If the above sort step succeeds, remove the duplicated subexpressions and return its sequence as the result; otherwise, end fusion.
More concretely, let us consider the definition of F c . We use get children e to get a sequence of subexpressions that contribute to producing children of the XML document that can be obtained by evaluating e, and use the filter(equal to τ ) function to keep those that are equal to τ , where 
Related work
There are many studies on rewriting XQueries into other XQueries [11, 18, 14, 20] . The study most related to ours in the sense of eliminating redundant expressions is [11] . The authors of [11] proposed a rewriting optimization that replaces expressions which return empty sequences with () by using an emptiness detection based on static analysis. In contrast, our rewriting eliminates redundant element constructors as well. Koch [14] and Page et al. [18] introduced some classes for composite XQuery and proposed XQuery-to-XQuery transformations over the classes of XQuery they defined. Their target queries don't contain newly constructed nodes. In the real world, however, practical expressions such as schema mapping always return newly constructed elements.
Tatarinov et al. proposed an efficient query reformulation in data integration systems, in which XML and XQuery are used for the data model and schema mapping, respectively [20] . In this system, the composition of the element construction is typical because the schema mapping that maps one element to an other element involves element construction. They treat the actual reformulation algorithm as a black box. Our work attempts to open the box and exploit some of its properties.
Fusion has been extensively studied in the functional programming (FP) community [22, 2, 7, 17] . Referentially transparent FP languages allow naive fusion rules (F), as we saw in the Introduction, if the element constructor behaves like the constructors in FP. However, since the element constructor introduces a new node identity in each evaluation, thereby breaking the referential transparency, it is not directly applicable. It would be interesting to promote the identity as a first class object by using the technique described in [16] , but our focus here is to perform XQuery-to-XQuery transformations, and the node identity is not a first class object in XQuery.
Conclusion
We proposed a new rewriting technique for XQuery fusion to eliminate unnecessary element constructions in the expressions while preserving the document order. The prominent feature of our framework is its static emulation of the XML store and assignment of extended Dewey codes to the expressions. The result is easy construction of correct fusion transformations.
We implemented a prototype system in Objective Caml. It consists of about 4600 lines of code. Currently it works stand-alone by reading XQuery expressions from standard input and produces rewritten XQueries to standard outputs. The system is available at http://www.biglab.org/fusion.
We believe that our approach can be generalized straightforwardly to handle the other axes including "transitive" axes like ancestor.
